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Cleanzone Award 2022 

The innovation award for clean technologies 

Since 2012, this award has been recognising people and their entrepreneurial 
courage in pioneering new approaches. The award honours pioneering advances in 
the field of cleanroom technology for their innovation, sustainability and 
efficiency. The Cleanzone Award is open to companies, organisations, scientific and 
academic institutions and individuals worldwide. 

This prestigious industry award was established by Frank Duvernell of Cleanroom 
Future AG, and since 2019 the Cleanzone Award has been presented by Messe 
Frankfurt in partnership with the publisher Wiley-Verlag and its ReinRaumTechnik 
trade journal. The 2022 award will be presented on 24 November 2022 at the 
international Cleanzone trade fair in Frankfurt am Main. 

A five-person panel drawn from the fields of research, instruction and actual practice 
is responsible for selecting the five most pioneering concepts amongst all 
submissions. These finalists will then be given their own platform at Cleanzone in 
Frankfurt am Main on 23 November 2022, where each will have the chance to 
impress trade fair visitors in the course of a five-minute presentation. The finalists’ 
projects will also be featured on placards in a special area devoted to the award. 

Visitors can vote for their favourites during the trade fair, and the Cleanzone Award 
will be presented on 24 November 2022 at Cleanzone in Frankfurt am Main.  
The winner will receive a cheque for 3,000 euros by Cleanzone’s media partner 
ReinRaumTechnik.  

The contest is open to everyone whose idea has the potential to improve technology 
or increase efficiency in the cleanroom industry. All entries must be received by  
15 August 2022. 

Your application: You have developed an innovation that you believe is worthy 
of an award? Then it’s time for you to present your idea and impress the trade 
fair audience and a panel of experts. 

Application deadline: 15 August 2022 
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Cleanzone Award 2022 – here’s how you can take part! 

The award for clean technology is open to finished products, new services and even 
ideas that are still in the project stage. The most important issue is that the innovative 
nature of the submission must be easily recognised.  

Your benefits: 

 The opportunity to find out how your idea is received by the market 
 Evaluation by an independent panel of experts 
 High profile thanks to Messe Frankfurt’s marketing measures for the award 

ceremony at Cleanzone 2022 in Frankfurt am Main. 

We wish you every success with your submission! 

Facts: 

Please submit your concept in the form of a clearly structured PDF file by no later 
than 15 August 2022 to cleanzone@messefrankfurt.com – your application 
materials must be submitted in English! For German-speaking applicants, we will 
also accept concepts in German and English. 

Please remember the following items when making your submission: 

 Clear formulation of the innovative character  
 Informative pictures / product photos 
 Contact details for a point of contact 

There is a fascinating story behind every innovation – tell us yours! 


